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OVERALL SCORE

Maximum
Points

Points
Awarded

Percent
Score

1,575

1,357

86.16%

GENERAL COMMENTS
The application indicated the CEO was a part owner and General Manager of Herbarium in Los Angeles however, no
proof of ownership was provided. Herbarium was issued temporary licenses at the time of this application.

SECTION 1: QUALIFICATIONS OF OWNERS/ OPERATORS

750

629

83.87%

Experience
The application indicated the CEO was a part owner and General Manager of Herbarium in Los Angeles however, no
proof of ownership was provided. Herbarium was issued temporary licenses at the time of this application.

Cannabis Industry Knowledge
The application demonstrated a wide variety of cannabis knowledge, including development of best practices.

Ownership Team
The application included a detailed list of the ownership team's day to day duties within the business.
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SECTION 2: BUSINESS PLAN

525

478

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)
Application included comprehensive, detailed SOPs.

Financial Plan
Financial plan included a three year financial forecast and startup estimates of REDACTED

Funding/Proof of Capitalization
Proof of capitalization included a bank statement and verifiable letter of credit totaling over REDACTED

Records Software
The application included detailed SOPs for records retention and software.

Track‐and‐Trace
Met minimum standards; will utilize TREEZ track and trace system.

State Testing Requirements
Met minimum standards.

Employee Training
Very comprehensive and detailed training plan.
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Customer Education
Customer education will focus on potency and effect.

Marketing
Marketing plan touches all areas of the target markets.

Community Benefits
The applicants intend to employ Pasadena residents who have been either convicted of non‐violent marijuana
related crimes, engage in the prevention of future criminalization of cannabis. Will support community initiatives,
participate in cannabis research and education funding, and partnering with existing Pasadena businesses.

SECTION 3: NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & ENHANCEMENT

150

132

88.00%

Exterior Design Concept
. The applicants plan
The applicants have identified a proposed location of
REDACTED
to enhance the existing building by maintaining the architectural character, but enhancing lighting, landscaping.
The applicants have retained a historic preservation consultant to review any plans prior to making changes.

Design Concept Integration
Applicants intentionally chose a more industrial area of the city in order to avoid being attractive to the youth
population.

Integration of Security Measures
Security team and architectural team will work collaboratively to create a security design.

Air Quality/Odor Control
Detailed and comprehensive plan for odor control and mitigation. Carbon filters, HEPA filtration, High efficiency
HVAC systems.
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SECTION 4: SECURITY PLAN

150

118

Security Experience
Executive Tactical Protection Team; included delivery driver protocols.

Background Checks
Met minimum standards.

Employee Safety Education
Met minimum standards.

Employee Theft Reduction Measures
Met minimum standards.

Cash Management Plan
Applicant already has an established banking relationship.

Product Access Protocols
Met minimum standards.

Product Deliveries
Provided best practices as well as an SOP.

Security Guards
Will ensure a minimum of four security guards are on duty during business hours.

Video Camera Surveillance
Also included a proposed floor plan and security equipment.

Armored Vehicle
Will utilize Executive Tactical Protection Team for armored car services.
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78.67%
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BLACK ROSE PASADENA

COVER LETTER
Introduction: First and foremost, we, Black Rose Pasadena (BR Pasadena), would like to thank
the City of Pasadena for the opportunity to apply for a cannabis retail and delivery license.
Health impacts every aspect of life. It impacts how we connect with others, how we express our
potential and how we pursue our goals. As cannabis has become more accessible, both recreationally and
medicinally in California, new voices have emerged from communities about the medical benefits of
cannabis. This has led to a change in legislation for California communities, such as Pasadena, it is
allowing for a new avenue to tackle the many challenges we face in promoting health and well being.
That is why BR Pasadena is committed to the holistic development and wellbeing of Pasadena and the
Greater Pasadena Area. We are committed to providing compassionate and empathetic care through
education of the medical benefits of cannabis. That is why, we as health care providers and industry
leaders have come together to ensure that we will fulfill our responsibility to Pasadena in a legal, ethical,
equitable manner while establishing safeguards and maintaining due diligence in all aspects of the BR
Pasadena enterprise. In doing so, we can be a catapult for enriching critical social and health related
endeavors, ultimately empowering stakeholders in Pasadena.
Mission:
BR Pasadena greatly appreciates the opportunity to become a vehicle for
progress and effect positive change for the Pasadena community. It is our mission to;
“Help others realize their full potential, affect positive change, and offer the best medically
beneficial cannabis products”
We know that this mission will have ripple effects impacting not only health and wellbeing, but
also infrastructure, community organizations, research, and government. We are committed to supporting
low resourced communities as they have been disproportionately impacted by the criminalization of
cannabis. We also want to change the landscape of the commercial cannabis industry by adhering not
only to best practices outlined by regulatory bodies but by spearheading a paradigm shift where rigors of
medical practice guidelines are observed. With this mission at heart we want to integrate with the
community and collaborate on how we can create positive change and promote individual well being, in a
safe, ethical, and considerate environment. Furthermore, BR Pasadena is uniquely positioned with our
medical advisory board, made up of all types of healthcare professionals and industry leaders, to
responsibly guide the industry into a more medically sound and thoughtful business practice, subscribing
to the same standards and practices as a traditional pharmacy.
Understanding the Legal Framework:
The cannabis industry has had a dynamic
relationship with the laws and policies of California, and with it comes a great deal of complexity and
nuance. As a team of industry leaders, we have had extensive experience navigating this landscape and
know how important it is to not only abide by these codes and guidelines, but also support their
development. The medical industry also has complicated guidelines and codes to follow which are geared
to ensure patient safety and fidelity. These guidelines have also evolved as public health demands change
and also require a form of literacy to navigate this space. As a team of healthcare providers we not only
have extensive training in understanding the history, purpose, and development of these rules and
practices, but we also have a depth of experience in executing them in a safe and ethical manner. These
experiences have not only shown us what happens when things go right, it has also given us valuable first
hand experiences when things go wrong, and how to best problem solve and work with regulatory bodies
in remedying the situation. This is why prevention and fidelity are such important principles to BR
Pasadena when it comes to implementing the actions required by the local laws and regulations.
Responsibility to the community: BR Pasadena knows, especially working with cannabis, the
immense duty and responsibility it has to the community of Pasadena. Pasadena will be putting its trust in
our hands and deserves the best. That is why safety and education are of the utmost importance. BR
Pasadena knows that it is not enough for the ownership/leadership team to have a firm understanding of
all facets of the cannabis industry, but that its employees must be equipped and empowered with this
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literacy too, after all, they are the face of the business and interact directly with the community. This is
why training our employees on best practices, medical information, and state/local regulations is such a
priority. They will be gatekeepers of knowledge for the community and they will be held to the highest of
standards.
BR Pasadena also has a responsibility to create new avenues for prosperity by using its resources
to support community organizations, local/state authorities, and education. BR Pasadena’s philosophy
centers around building, strengthening, and serving communities, and believes that these are active
ingredients to progress and prosperity. That is why we are committed to making sure these ingredients
come to fruition in a safe, ethical, and equitable manner. Outreach, fundraising, community events,
research, symposiums, and medical community engagement will be essential to reaching our goals. But
this does not happen alone, and certainly not overnight. We know that developing authentic relationships
takes time and commitment, therefore we have created various committees whose sole purpose is to foster
and cultivate these relationships, learn about the needs of the community, and how BR Pasadena can best
tackle those issues. This includes promoting permanent housing, creating educational funds, supporting
local law enforcement, vocational development, and promoting safety.
It is also important to understand that the road to cannabis legislation has been a long and arduous
path, and some have been disproportionately impacted. Underserved communities, particularly
communities of color, have had a unique history with cannabis, and in the spirit of restitution and justice,
deserve special attention with the affordances that BR Pasadena has to offer. That is why BR Pasadena
has committed itself to providing scholarships, employment, and vocational education to those most
impacted by the criminalization of cannabis and other vulnerable populations. By combating the impact
the war on drugs has had on these communities we can begin to create generational wealth that will have
ripple effects across families, businesses, and Pasadena as a whole.
Conclusion:
BR Pasadena has extensive experience in the cannabis and healthcare
industry. We want to contribute not only our knowledge base of the practices and regulations associated
with cannabis and health, but also our lens and philosophy. Interventions will come and go and there will
always be a new way of approaching a problem and how to address it; however, it is our lens and
philosophy that will allow us to effectively critique it and incorporate it into evidence based practices and
ethical guidelines.
We, BR Pasadena and the City of Pasadena can come together and embark on this journey in
changing the landscape of the commercial cannabis industry and providing the highest quality care and
medically beneficial products to community members. In doing so, we can create infrastructure and
avenues of change that will serve as a path for community members to get the support they need.
Together we can be agents of change.

Sincerely,

Black Rose Pasadena Leadership
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Applicant/Owner Information Form*
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application
*Portions of the information disclosed in this application is public information
pursuant to the California Public Records Act.

www.cityofpasadena.net/marijuana-regulations

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner, applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business.
A separate form is required for each individual.
Type:

Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E)
Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)
Applicant (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)
Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E)

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions
Code section 26001(al), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed.
Name of Entity:

Phone Number:

Black Rose Bioligique

Ownership %: 100
Authorized Agent:

Organizational Structure:

Email:

LLC

Michelle Yacoob, Esq.

Title:

(714) 272-5956

michelleyacoob@yahoo.com

Counsel

List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary):
Name:

Johnny Khalili

Title: Chief Executive Officer

Name:

Daniel Yacoob, MD, DDS

Title: Chief Operating Officer

Name:

Daniel Keyvani, DDS

Title: Chief Financial Officer

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

SECTION B: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION
Pursuant to 16 CCR § 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer,
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business
owners must be listed, including the applicant.
Full Name:

Date of birth:
Last

First

M.I.

Mailing
Address:
Street Address

Apartment/Unit #

City

Phone:

State

ZIP Code

Email:

Page 1 of 3
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Ownership %

Title:

Social Security No.

Current Employer:

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS
1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If “yes”, complete section C-1.

YES

NO

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

YES

NO

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017? If
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057)

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Section C-2: Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied
Use additional sheets if necessary.
License
Authority :

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

Details:
License
Authority :
Details:
License
Authority :
Details:
Page 2 of 3
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Section C-3: Criminal Violation(s)
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation

Felony or
Misdemeanor?
Date of Parole:

Details:
Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation:

Felony or
Misdemeanor?
Date of Parole:

Details:
Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation

Felony or
Misdemeanor?
Date of Parole:

Details:

Section C-4: Commercial Cannabis Operations in the City of Pasadena
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Title:

Title:

Title:

SECTION D: REQUIRED DOCUMENTS
Copy of a currently valid government-issued identification

SECTION E: AFFIRMATION & CONSENT
Under penalty of perjury, I hereby declare that the information contained within and submitted with the application is complete, true and
accurate. I understand that misrepresentation of fact is cause for rejection of this screening application, denial of a license, or revocation of
a license issued.
Signature:
Printed Name:

Date:

01/30/2019

Michelle Yacoob

Page 3 of 3
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Section 1.1 Experience:
The BLACK ROSE Pasadena (BR Pasadena) Ownership Team and Operational Management Team have
significant experience in business management, operational management and medical consulting within
the commercial cannabis industry. Part of BR Pasadena’s mission statement is the desire to provide the
Pasadena community with a safe and legal means to acquiring medically beneficial cannabis, which
through the collective expertise of the owners and operational managers will be made possible.
In effect, BR Pasadena’s curated team of highly qualified leaders will bring the following key elements to
this enterprise:
1. Proven success in business ownership and management
2. Particularly qualified and published healthcare specialists who are well versed in current medical
cannabis literature, education, and guidelines for appropriate use
3. A history of success in forming new ventures in the cannabis industry
4. A staunch record of compliance with all relevant laws and regulations
5. A history of membership and advocacy with the Minority Cannabis Business Association
(MCBA)-- which seeks to increase diversity and create equal access and economic empowerment
for cannabis businesses, their patients, and the communities
The members of BR Pasadena’s Ownership Team and Operational Management Team have the following
affiliated cannabis enterprise experiences:
Ownership Team:
Johnny Khalili (Chief Executive Officer)
Mr. Khalili has been an owner and managing operator within a multitude of cannabis-related
enterprises over the last 9 years, including six retail operations, an indoor growing facility, and a
THC/CBD oil manufacturing firm. He is an owner of the St Andrew’s Green medical and adult use retail
dispensary in Los Angeles, CA and is an investor in multiple Los Angeles real estate development
projects. He is currently one of the General Managers and owners of Herbarium LA. Since the start of his
involvement with the company St Andrew’s Green in 2014, it has seen a three fold increase in the number
of patrons it is servicing on a daily basis.
While regulatory compliance was overlooked in large part by many, during the inception of
commercial cannabis retail, Mr. Khalili acknowledged the importance of establishing himself as a
member of his community and the local government, therefore he created a comprehensive handbook for
cannabis retail protocols, safe practices and industry best practices. This handbook has been adopted by
many cannabis dispensaries and in 2012 was dubbed the “ultimate guide for best practices” by
Weedtracker.com.
Mr. Khalili has worked in the commercial cannabis industry from its infancy in CA and therefore
has acquired invaluable knowledge and experience within every aspect of the business. In 2011 he
spearheaded the formation of a collective group of vendors that were industry leaders in order to increase
standards and create new protocols with labeling and safe packaging. This was created out of necessity
for quality assurance practices that were implemented in all of his cannabis enterprises, ensuring the best
medically beneficial products for patients.
Please refer to Attachments section named “Endorsements” (pages 76-82) and “Herbarium LA” (page 83)
for evidence that prior experience is from legal cannabis business practices.
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Daniel Yacoob, MD, DDS (Chief Operating Officer)
Daniel Yacoob is an Oral & Maxillofacial Surgeon who since completing his formal training has
been treating patients who suffer from complex facial trauma and developmental disorders to chronic pain
syndrome. He is on the board of directors of a non-profit, Maple Outreach, that he founded in 2003 which
promotes Global Health Initiatives; currently allowing for treatment of cleft lip and palate patients in
South America and Indonesia. He has successfully grown the organization to 10 full time employees with
an average annual revenue of REDACTED He earned his dental and medical degrees from University of
California San Francisco. Daniel has since involved himself in the arena of medicinal cannabis research
and education. He currently helps to conduct clinical studies relating to the use of cannabinoid products
for pain management versus traditional pharmaceuticals (opiates). He has consulted for and acted as a
medical advisory board member for an Ohio based company, which has recently been awarded
commercial cannabis retail, cultivation and manufacturing licensure. Daniel has acted as a consultant for a
number of cannabis dispensaries in the Los Angeles Area as a resource for routine staff trainings and
seminars on the current recommendations for cannabis use in the treatment of specific conditions. The
medically relevant employee training manuals he has created have ensured that safe practices and
recommendations are provided to all patrons.
Daniel Keyvani, DDS (Chief Financial Officer)
Dr. Keyvani has over 10 years experience in owning and managing successful dental practices
and medical spas in the Greater Los Angeles Area. He finalized his undergraduate education at
University of California Berkeley, and later earned a doctorate in dentistry from University of California,
San Francisco. In addition to managing health care facilities, he has served as a productivity and
operations consultant for multiple large businesses including large Dental Corporations which collectively
owned over one hundred,100, offices. Dr. Keyvani has served his community by sitting on the board of
directors for organizations such as Youth Advocates American Red Cross and Red Cross Fire Emergency
Response Services. He has continually proven his depth of leadership in business and the community, and
will bring the same mission and vision into the City of Pasadena. While his passion for business, finance,
and community outreach has been a large part of his career, Dr. Keyvani’s personal experience with
family and patients who have suffered from chronic pain and cancer have lead him into the cannabis
industry over the past few years. To this end, his consulting firm has raised significant funds for many
cultivating, manufacturing and dispensary companies in the Los Angeles area as well as Colorado. In his
capacity as a consultant, he helped to apply for licensure, ensured zoning compliance, oversaw build-outs,
and provided management training. While managing cannabis retail space build-outs, Dr. Keyvani not
only ensured city and state compliance measures were met but further maintained fiscal fidelity and
adherence to project budgets. He is an active a member of the National Cannabis Industry Association
(NCIA) and has received certifications.
Please refer to Attachments section named “NCIA Certification” (page 87)

Operational Management Team (non-owners):
Asiah Collins, (Dispensary Manager)
Asiah Collins has served as a dispensary manager and a compliance officer for legal cannabis
retail establishments in Los Angeles County for over 10 years. More recently, she has held the position of
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Senior Dispensary Manager at St Andrew’s Green (SAG) since 2015. Ms. Collins has effectively
demonstrated her vast knowledge of the cannabis industry and how to manage day-to-day operations
within the standards of best practices through her exemplary performance at SAG. She has been
responsible for monitoring and managing staff levels, training management level employees and
implementing profitable strategies for vertical growth. In her capacity as a DM, Ms. Collins was
responsible for a number of day-to-day operations, including but not limited to the following: overseeing
and supporting vendor account relationships, record storage, coordinating with corporate officers for
routine audits of the business, operational efficiency measures, customer retention, and implementing safe
and timely product deliveries to ensure full inventory at all times.
Ms. Collins was able to bring artists from the community and have local businesses commission
their work, which increased customer traffic to the store, and improved customer service, engagement and
ultimately led to a family atmosphere. She made was able to demonstrate leadership not only within the
bounds of the store, but also in the community where she coordinated with other department heads to hold
open-door holiday events. This ultimately led to referrals from patients and caregivers alike. Ms. Collins
also attended Oaksterdam University, which is an institution that offers comprehensive educational
programs for all aspects of the cannabis industry; eg. business-law, health and safety training, substance
abuse and cannabis education.
Please refer to Attachments “St Andrews Green” letter of reference.
Emilie Rose (Director of Marketing & Advocacy)
Emilie Rose has served as an agent for marketing, advocacy and community
relations/development throughout her professional career. For the past seven years, Ms. Rose has held the
senior management position of, Marketing and Influencer Team Manager at Adidas. Simultaneously, she
has been, the Marketing Director for two successful cannabis dispensaries. Ms. Rose managed to
successfully expand the customer base of the store through social media outreach, influencers and
interactive medical forum management through various social media platforms (Facebook and Twitter).
For her exemplary performance in marketing and branding, Ms. Rose was recognized as an “All Star” by
Adweek Magazine in 2014. She has demonstrated her ability to recruit industry influencers in order to
help develop and grow brand recognition. Moreover, she is able to leverage these relationships and utilize
social media platforms to affect positive change in local communities. To this end, Ms. Rose will serve as
a leader of the Advocacy and Outreach Department for BR Pasadena. Most importantly, in her role as a
Director of Marketing in the cannabis industry, she has observed best practices with regard to advertising
and marketing so as to not target or appeal to youth
Ms. Rose was pivotal as a bridge between cannabis industry influencers and educators to the
store. This created a level of notoriety within not only the local community, but amongst individuals
who have helped pioneer and guide the movement toward legalization. Beyond her role within the
cannabis retail marketing, she was the liaison for multiple dispensaries in the LA communities,
regularly attending city council meetings to ensure any and all issues were addressed promptly and
professionally. The immediate neighbors knew Ms. Rose on a first name basis, and had her personal
contact number to reach out with any matters as they arose.
Dor Keyvani, PharmD, RPh, CNSC (Lead Pharmacist)
Dor Keyvani is a California registered pharmacist with specialized training in cannabis
pharmaceutics and therapeutics (see Attachment “Lead Pharmacist Cannabis Training Certification 1 &
2” pages 85-86). He earned his doctorate of pharmacy degree from the University of California, San
Francisco, and has completed multiple trainings in medical cannabis, including the specific practitioner
certification course approved by the New York State Department of Health. He currently practices as a
retail pharmacist, clinical pharmacist, nutritional support consultant, and drug information expert.
Throughout his career, Dor has cared for his patients with a focus on ensuring safe use of medications and
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promoting better health. He has counseled 1000’s of people about their medications and natural
supplements, including cannabis products. He is passionate about cannabis products and their potential to
alleviate ailments, but is also aware of the risks that come with cannabis use. With his involvement, Dor
brings the same stringency of pharmacy standards and policies to BR Pasadena. His expertise in
pharmacy operations and regulations guide BR Pasadena’s internal policies and Standard Operating
Procedures, and ensure compliance with all local and state laws. In addition, Dor has ample experience in
loss prevention and diversion, inventory management, making drug recommendations based on customer
preferences, leading educational sessions, creating drug information content, and providing customer
service. He also has a degree in Biochemistry and Cell Biology, and a certificate in clinical Nutrition
Support.
Dor will work closely with the COO and Dispensary Manager to oversee day-to-day operations
with regard to product safety, quality and patient education, which he has vast experience with in his
current capacity as a licensed pharmacist. Much like the manner with which he has taken to educating
professional about cannabis, he will step into his role as Lead Pharmacist and do the same for employees
and management. His dedication to spreading medically relevant knowledge for new cannabis
applications, is evidenced by his extensive certifications in the field. To this end, he will also act as an
ambassador between BR Pasadena and health care leaders in the community through outreach and
network event hosting.
Michelle Yacoob, Esq. (Compliance Officer)
Michelle Yacoob earned her MPH in Public Health from Columbia University and practiced
healthcare risk management for New York’s regulatory long term care industry three years prior to
attending law school. After practicing international tax and estate planning for eight years, Michelle
returned her focus to healthcare and has since consulted for insurance companies as well as home health
agencies from mergers and acquisitions to end of life hospice care where she has become an authority on
patient advocacy and safe practices for medical cannabis use among geriatric patient populations. With
the passage of California’s Senate Bill 94 Michelle’s clients include cannabis retailers such as Native
Roots, LivWell Enlightened Health, Nectar PDX and Green Leaf Gardens with whom she has consulted
on advertising, product specifications and new market entry plans with an emphasis toward navigating the
complex interplay between tax law and state regulatory structures. Her dedication to healthcare and
extensive experience in the emerging cannabis industry recently led her to establish the nonprofit 16:20
Probono. It serves as a consumer guide, built by attorneys, for physicians to safely source products free
of unethical marketing schemes, dangerous pesticide standards, or those in violation of enforcement
actions otherwise subject to some of the first product liability suits against manufacturers.
The CCO will lead implementation and monitoring of the Company’s regulatory compliance and
electronic inventory management systems, to ensure that Company operations follow all rules and
regulations of CCB and the City of Pasadena. The CCO will work closely with the COO to develop,
initiate, maintain, and revise the Company’s standard operating procedures and compliance program to
prevent illegal, unethical or improper conduct. The CCO will ultimately oversee, maintain and develop
all policies, procedures and framework required to ensure that the company operates in full
accordance with the local and state level regulations. The CCO will lead and develop an effective
compliance team through communication, performance management, development plans and
reward/recognition practices.
Marlene Yacoob, MD (Director of Medical Advisory Board)
Dr. Marlene Yacoob has been practicing as a board certified family physician for 30 years in
California, and graduated top of her class at University of Western Ontario School of Medicine in
London. She continues to provide one of the few primary care medical practices with a holistic and
patient centric focus, combining different facets of wellness and cutting-edge medical testing. She is an
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active member of the Alpha Omega Alpha Society, and is a multilingual provider who prides herself on
culturally competent care. Dr. Yacoob treats a wide array of ailments in her practice and works closely
with oncologist and holistic specialists alike to help advise them of best practices when integrating
various treatment modalities including medical cannabinoids.
Dr. Marlene Yacoob will be responsible for coordinating with the Lead Pharmacist to create
educational resources for patrons and the medical community at large. Educational content will focus on
issues related to medical cannabis, safe practices for consumption, current medical research results for
treatment of conditions and providing a safe forum on our website where patrons are able to ask specific
illness-related questions.
Section 1.2: Cannabis Industry Knowledge:
Integrating Best Practices & State Regulations:
The BR Pasadena Ownership Team and Operational Management Team have a clear
demonstration of both experience and knowledge within the cannabis industry, evidenced by not only
their degrees, but by years of invaluable operational experience.
Mr. Johnny Khalili has served as Chief Compliance Officer and Chief Executive Officer at
multiple legally operated commercial cannabis businesses in Los Angeles. Within that role, he
demonstrated a thorough understanding of industry best practices through the implementation of strict
standard operating procedures and leveraging his position within the company to help start many
community outreach initiatives. In 2011, Mr. Khalili petitioned local cannabis business leaders to follow
suit and only provide medical cannabis to individuals over the age of 21 unless accompanied by a legal
guardian. This initiative was met with resistance, and yet now has become realized as state level law. His
foresight in this matter stemmed from his desire to keep medical cannabis out of the hands of young
adults who were abusing the system.
In accordance with the rules and regulations set forth by the City of Pasadena regarding Business
Tax, Business License, Health and Safety, and Land Use Standards, Mr. Khalili’s personal experience
with compliance will ensure no deviation from the aforementioned guidelines. To this end, BR Pasadena
has retained an in-house attorney well versed in California cannabis law, who will take on the position of
Chief Compliance Officer (see section 1.1 Experience for details of duties). The BR Pasadena CCO is not
only intimately familiar with the legal framework around which the business must operate, but has
extensive experience in coordinating and collaborating with state and local regulatory bodies to ensure the
highest level of transparency. The CCO will liaise with outside council, McAllister Garfield, PC, who are
cutting edge cannabis lawyers that will provide further guidelines for standard operating procedures and
compliance.
By taking every step necessary to adhere to state and local government regulations in both current
and prior cannabis industry endeavors, the BR Pasadena Ownership Team has been able to create long
lasting business relationships with other legal entities; evidenced in the Attachments “Endorsements
Section” (pages 76-82).
Adhering to professional regulations and implementing them into his daily practice of medicine,
Dr. Daniel Yacoob has demonstrated a level of expertise with state and local laws that need to be
continually adhered to. He has relayed this familiarity and knowledge base to the cannabis industry
through his experiences as a medical advisory board consultant.
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BR Pasadena CCO will liaise with outside council as needed, McAllister Garfield, P.C, to ensure
best practices are met per all state and local regulations:

info@mcallistergarfield.com
Founded by Sean T. McAllister, McAllister Garfield, P.C., is a full service business law firm that
focuses on the cannabis industry, including ancillary businesses. The firm handles a myriad of legal issues
on behalf of its industry clients across the country, especially in Colorado, California, Florida, and
Oregon. The Firm assists new businesses and investors with all transactional matters, including entity
formation, financing, leasing, acquisitions, real estate, and providing advice on how to obtain licenses to
lawfully operate. Beyond start-up, the Firm helps clients understand and maintain full compliance with
the complicated rules in this highly regulated industry. The Firm also assists clients in maintaining and
expanding their businesses, later stage financing, employment agreements, vendor contracts, licensing
agreements, and any other transactional work required of growing a business. The Firm is well known for
defending businesses against alleged rule violations and negotiating successful outcomes, at both state
and local levels, including pesticide recalls.
Sean T. McAllister is the founding partner of McAllister Garfield P.C., and along with his team
of nineteen lawyers, the firm focuses its practice on the cannabis industry in Colorado, California,
Florida, and Oregon. Sean and his Firm focus on all aspects of cannabis law including regulatory
compliance, intellectual property, Indian Law, M&A, business transactions, real estate, tax, and civil
litigation. In Sean's role as counsel to dispensaries, he has litigated disputes between owners, sued state
and local regulators over enforcement actions, litigated pesticide standards for cannabis grows, negotiated
settlements for rule violations allegations, and drafted licensing/endorsement agreements with celebrity
personalities. He played an integral role in the drafting of the 2012 cannabis legalization initiative
Amendment 64, approved by the voters of Colorado in November 2012. After law school, Sean served as
an Assistant Attorney General with the state of Colorado. Sean is a graduate of the University Of
Colorado School Of Law, class of 1999. He is licensed to practice law in Colorado and California.
Dan Garfield is a leading cannabis industry business lawyer. Dan represents individuals and businesses in
all types of matters and transactions from the start-up stage to exit. He represents owners of dispensaries
and cultivation facilities, investors, landlords, lenders, trimmers, oil extractors, edibles manufacturers,
Knowledge of the Cannabis Industry:
Business:
BR Pasadena’s Ownership Team and Operational Management Team have a significant
amount of knowledge regarding the industry from a strictly business/fiscal standpoint and how to operate
it within the bounds of pertinent regulations, which are a direct result of their first hand experiences for
over 10+ years. Collectively, the BR Pasadena Team has effectively demonstrated their depth of
knowledge within the commercial cannabis industry through the many managerial, ownership and
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consulting positions they have held in various cannabis companies, which have translated into further
success for said companies.
During Mr. Khalili’s experiences within industry, he was especially impacted by the many
requests he received from patients who were unable to access the desired products from his stores, and
moreover unable to benefit from the educational experience that is unique to his establishments.
Regardless of the reason for a patron being unable to physically present themselves to the store, medical
or otherwise, it is Mr. Khalili’s and BR Pasadena’s recognition of this need from patients that has led to
the formation of partnerships with cannabis delivery companies in the last year in order to reach those
who need it most. BR Pasadena’s ownership and leadership have been successfully operating these
services while observing best practices at legal cannabis establishments for the past year.
Dr. Daniel Keyvani has consulted for multiple distribution companies based in both Colorado and
California, which has afforded him a unique perspective into this new and fast emerging industry. He has
demonstrated successful integration of industry best practices and the nuisances of strict financial
regulations to bring significant profits to companies for whom he has consulted. As a member of the
NCIA he has spent countless hours attending an array of cannabis industry courses related to finance and
operational management.
Medical:
BR Pasadena’s Medical Advisory Board (MAB) and leadership, who carry multiple
degrees within the healthcare field, will focus on acquiring products that meet the medical needs and
personal preferences of the BR Pasadena patron. Through the collaborative efforts of pharmacists,
physicians, lawyers and dentists who are an integral part of both the BR Pasadena Leadership and the
MAB, the level of medical/legal education and training for employees with regard to safe practices and
medical applications of cannabis products will surpass that of industry standards. The Lead Pharmacist,
Dor Keyvani, has extensive training on the applications of cannabis for medicinal purposes. Both he and
Dr. Daniel Yacoob, have experience training employees at Los Angeles dispensaries on cannabis product
content and potency. Dor’s training seminars have now extended to management level personnel at
dispensaries, which has lead him to formalize his educational platform and extend it to an online platform
(please see Attachments for “Lead Pharmacist Training Certification 1 and 2” pages 85-86). Through the
MAB, a wealth of information will be made available to both staff and patrons.
BR Pasadena Ownership Team has collaborated with many of the members of the medical
advisory board in prior legal commercial cannabis ventures. The collaborative efforts have yielded
significant patron satisfaction and retention because they are receiving sound recommendations grounded
in current medical practices and reliable data. To this end, the significant efforts to root the BR Pasadena
initiative in conscientious medical thought is demonstrated in its product offerings, which include a wide
range of cannabinoid profiles with favorable medicinal benefits including high-CBD, low-THC, fifty-fifty
ratios, and high-THC products. Detailed benefits of all strains and potency levels are explained and
illustrated within the educational tools (web/pamphlet) created by the MAB.
(Please refer to section 1.1 Experience, and 2B.3 Partnering With Existing Pasadena Businesses page 59
for further details on demonstrating medical knowledge and expertise within the commercial cannabis
industry)

Section 1.3 Ownership Team:
Per California State Business and Professions Code 26001, BR Pasadena has the following owners:
Johnny Khalili, Daniel Keyvani, and Daniel Yacoob (see below for equity distribution).
BR Pasadena’s Ownership Team is a skilled group of business leaders whose achievements in the medical
cannabis industry are supported by their individual skills and success in healthcare, commercial real estate
and philanthropy.
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER: Johnny Khalili
Mr. Khalili will be a full-time officer of the Company and will have ultimate control and
responsibility for the management of the Company’s business affairs. He will develop and direct
Company policy to establish best practices in human resources and procurement in order to promote
strong, consistently positive community relations.
Mr. Khalili will develop the store’s management team to deliver quality customer experiences
and effective operational plans. He will drive the implementation of company programs by motivation
and supporting the store management to meet goals. Moreover, he will communicate and delegate
responsibilities to the store management team and officers to ensure a smooth flow of operations within
the company. Mr. Khalili will solicit feedback to understand management, employee and customer needs.
He will provide managers with coaching, feedback, and development opportunities on building effective
teams. Above all, Mr. Khalili will hold his position with the utmost transparency, integrity and honesty.
As CEO he will be onsite 6 days/week and make himself available to assist in all facets of day-today operations. Moreover, he will be available via telephone thereafter to ensure no loss of direct
supervision overall matters (large or small) that pertain to the store.
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER – Daniel Keyvani, DDS
Dr. Daniel Keyvani will manage all elements of the financial affairs and accounting functions of
BR Pasadena. This individual will have primary control of the Company’s books, accounts and investor
records. Dr. Daniel Keyvani will establish and review all necessary accounting processes and internal
controls to safeguard the Company’s assets. He will coordinate the preparation of financial statements,
financial reports, information reports and budgeting and will supervise the preparation of all tax returns
and financial regulatory filings. Furthermore, he will ensure that all business records are scrupulously
kept and made fully available to appropriate regulatory bodies upon request. Dr. Daniel Keyvani will
participate in routine auditing procedures, document preparation and record keeping for weekly auditing
and inspections, project management, product line expansion, budgeting, product procurement and market
research/analysis. Finally, he will maintain and update all documents regularly to the assure adaptation to
new rising regulations in the industry with the assistance of the compliance officer.
As CFO, Dr. Daniel Keyvani will be on site at minimum 5 days/week. He will be available via
email/telephone thereafter to review all daily audits, financial analytics/reports, and discuss cash
management procedures and operations with the DM.
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER: Daniel Yacoob, MD, DDS
Dr. Daniel Yacoob will effectively tend to daily business and operations of the company and
further serve as a point of contact for all regulatory bodies. As COO he will provide day-to-day leadership
and management pursuant to business planning, product safety, and management structure. He will set
comprehensive goals for performance and growth, establish new policies that promote company culture
and vision. Dr. Daniel Yacoob will work closely with the Lead Pharmacist to bring quality assurance
measures to all aspects of the patron experience at BR Pasadena. He will also be responsible to oversee
daily operations of the company and work with executives (IT, Marketing, Sales, Finance etc…).
Furthermore, he will evaluate performance by analyzing and interpreting data and metrics. He will work
with store general managers to develop and manage business relationships within the community. Dr.
Daniel Yacoob will be responsible for appropriate implementation, maintenance of standard operating
procedures and submit all procedures to the appropriate regulatory bodies within the city of Pasadena
every year for renewal.
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As COO he will be on site at minimum 5 days/week and will be available via email/telephone
thereafter to review day-to-day operations with the DM.
NOTE: The Medical Advisory Board Director and/or any members of the MAB will in no capacity

be providing formal medical recommendations or prescriptions to patrons/patients for the sale or
procurement of medical marijuana on or off the business premises. The Medical Advisory Board Director
will carry out his/her duties while abiding by the Medical Board of California guidelines regarding
medical cannabis recommendations (B&P Code Section 2525). This individual is effectively responsible
to help coordinate the Company’s educational seminars and prepare and distribute the Company’s
educational materials. The Medical Advisory Board Director works under the purview of the Lead
Pharmacist.

OWNERSHIP BREAKDOWN
Owners

:

Johnny Khalili
Daniel Keyvani
Daniel Yacoob

Percentages
34%
33%
33%

2A.1 STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES (SOP)****************TRADE SECRETS***

REDACTED
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REDACTED
Sub-Section 2B-COMMUNITY BENEFITS:
BR Pasadena is committed to providing 10% of total annual profits to the organizations and
initiatives detailed below. This monetary sum will be an estimated REDACTED per month. All initiatives and
collaborative outreach agendas will have a calendar of tentative deadlines and direct oversight through the
Pasadena City Council and all appropriate regulatory bodies.
2B.1 Criminalization and Justice
BR Pasadena is dedicated to combating the negative, and long lasting, impact that the
criminalization of marijuana has had on communities, particularly under resourced communities and
people of color. Furthermore, the War on Drugs and the disproportionate impact it has had on
communities of color around America, has, particularly for African Americans, lead to declines in male
role models, husbands, financial earnings, and membership of African American organizations and
institutions (Nunn, 2002). In addition, as cited in Miech, Johnston, O’Malley, Bachman, Schulenberg, and
Patrick (2015), in the year 2012 U.S. arrests for marijuana possession outnumbered arrests for any other
drug violation and led to more than 650,000 arrests, at great cost to local communities and individuals
(Federal Bureau of Investigation, 2013). These arrests have ripple effects across families, businesses, and
communities, including but not limited to disqualifying college students from receiving federal student
loans (U.S. Department of Education, 2014) and can disqualify community members from a wide range
of government and private jobs (Stuart, 2010) (As cited in Miech, et al., 2015). BR Pasadena wants to
commit itself to address those ramifications, by using its resources to promote safety, responsibility,
health, job opportunity, prosperity, and other forms of generational wealth and community resources. In
addition, BR Pasadena will do everything in its power to make sure the community is using cannabis
properly, safely, and responsibly. Most importantly, BR Pasadena will work and integrate itself with the
community, and its local agencies and organizations, to focus on the wellbeing and infrastructure of the
community as a whole.
Harm Reduction, Prevention & Economic Empowerment Initiative:
BR Pasadena understands and is sensitive to the challenges that surround efforts to combat the
harm that the criminalization of cannabis has had on communities within Pasadena. This is why BR
Pasadena is committed to promoting economic empowerment and educational opportunities, particularly
for those impacted by the criminalization of cannabis. Furthermore, BR Pasadena is just as committed to
harm reduction caused by the criminalization of cannabis, as it is to prevention so these ramifications
don’t happen again.
Actionable Plan for Harm Reduction:
1) Black Rose Upward Mobility Fund (REDACTED): BR Pasadena believes the best way out
of this unfortunate circumstance is through education, and knows that this is the key to success and
upward mobility. Unfortunately for many, financial aid is not an option due to having a legal record of
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cannabis use, based on old laws. This is why BR Pasadena will use its resources to create a college
scholarship fund titled “The Black Rose Upward Mobility Fund”. This will be dedicated to those who do
not qualify for financial aid due to cannabis infractions. In doing so, we can provide support for those
trying to change their life, and promote upward mobility for future generations. This Fund is intended to
provide scholarships for at least four student every year.
2) Employment Opportunity & Training: BR Pasadena will take great measures in
encouraging and fostering the employment of Pasadena residents who have either been convicted of nonviolent marijuana-related crimes or live in the Pasadena communities with the highest number of
marijuana related arrests. For applicants who do not have the work experience required, our HR
department has developed a three day training boot camp centered around navigating technological skillsets that will increase each candidates marketability. Attendees will be partnered with mentors at Innovate
Pasadena INC. which will ensure accessibility of resources beyond the training program.
3) BR Employment Opportunity: Over 90% of employees of BR Pasadena will be Pasadena
community residents. Employees at mid level positions will earn a minimum of 40% more than the local
median income for similar positions in other mainstream businesses. For entry level employees, their base
wage will exceed the minimum wage by at least
per hour.
REDACTED

Prevention of Future Criminalization of Cannabis & Community Outreach
Since cannabis is becoming more widely accessible, many communities are struggling to help
community members use cannabis responsibly, and encouraging and educating minors on why not to use
cannabis before becoming of age. This is why prevention is such an important theme in our mission. If
community members, particularly minors, are better informed about the regulations and legalities of using
cannabis responsibly and with consideration of others, we can help mitigate the impact the criminalization
of cannabis can have on future generations. This is why BR Pasadena will work intimately with the
Pasadena Police Department’s Mobile Command Post Curbside Coffee & Chat to facilitate programs
across campuses that emphasize prevention and intervention through education. In doing so, we aim to
help them understand the risks of using cannabis, how to use it responsibly, safely, and with consideration
of others, while focusing on prevention and intervention. Moreover, through this platform of education
we look forward to strengthening the bond between law enforcement and the community that they serve.
BR Pasadena also believes in the power of internships and mentorship programs in aiding this
mission of prevention. BR Pasadena ownership has had a long-standing relationship with LA’s After
School All Stars and will increase partnerships with Pasadena schools to expand the learning day for lowincome children. Research suggests that extending the school time can be a positive and effective way to
support learning, especially for students most a risk of school failure (Patall, Cooker, and Allen, 2010).

2B.2 Supporting Existing Community Initiatives and Creating Avenues for Expansion
BR Pasadena firmly believes that community relations and outreach initiatives are not only vital
to the successful integration of our cannabis business, but it is our civic responsibility as an aspiring
member of the Pasadena community. This is why we strive to think of the greater whole when it comes to
outreach and investing in support systems essential for the pillars of the local government. For this reason
a dedicated branch of BR Pasadena will be titled the “Black Rose Community Outreach Committee” (BR
COC); and tasked with ensuring a positive footprint is being placed upon the community of Pasadena.
This committee's mission is to aid in promoting health, safety, equity, environmental resources, and
economic growth through collaboration with local officials and community leaders. We also aim to
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further support communities at risk such as the senior community and those in need of intervention and
employment.
Civic & Community Engagement: (Commitment to 200 hours of community service/month,
monetary value of REDACTED)
BR Pasadena believes that it holds an obligation to the health of its community and it holds an
obligation to ensure continued improvement in the economic and medical welfare of those it serves. We
are especially interested in the well being and agendas of neighborhood safety, the environment, women’s
rights, senior community, and those who are recovering for challenges with addiction. It is the ultimate
goal of the BR Pasadena to become an invaluable community and business leader. In order to ensure BR
Pasadena is effective in its plan to integrate into the Pasadena community, further steps will be taken to
ensure that strong ties with citizens and businesses alike are welded in mutual trust and respect. Below is
an outline of avenues for actionable engagement within the City of Pasadena.
Actionable plan for Community Engagement:
1) BR PASADENA Neighborhood Safety Initiative (REDACTED): BR Pasadena knows that to
protect its community, we all as businesses, community members, and other forms stakeholders need to
contribute to the greater whole when it comes to safety. This is why BR Pasadena is committed to
providing the highest level of neighborhood safety measures. With our presence we aim to serve as a
stronghold for security within the neighborhood and will promote a sense of neighborhood pride and
tranquility among all inhabitants. BR Pasadena has commissioned a security team tasked with overseeing
the implementation of this program. It will call for a 24 hour hotline and a visible neighborhood presence
to deter any illicit behavior. To elaborate, the goal of this security is not just to detect deviant and
suspicious behavior as it pertains to the business, but rather, the surrounding community as a whole. This
will also include working with local police officials periodically to know what types of troubles to be
aware of, areas of need to be concerned about, all in the spirit of collaboration that we are all on the same
team. BR Pasadena is dedicated to the safety of its patrons and its community.
2) Public Safety Council Committee: BR Pasadena will mandate that senior staff attend these
regular meetings to ensure that there is a clear understanding of the threats to the community. It is
extremely important that BR Pasadena be aware of and support the municipal needs that community
members rely on. This is why we will strive to support city infrastructure and believe in the City of
Pasadena’s mission in providing, “exemplary municipal services, responsive to our entire community and
consistent with our history, culture and unique character” (Public Safety Committee Agenda). This will
allow BR Pasadena to participate and aggressively engage other community business owners and general
stakeholders, to help solve the issues at hand.
3) Environmental Advisory Commission Agendas: BR Pasadena understands the challenges of
executing a cost-effective and environmentally friendly cannabis business. This is why BR Pasadena
sponsors a recycling program within its business. This not only includes recycling materials that BR
Pasadena uses, but also encourages its community to recycle by giving discounts to community members
that bring cannabis related products purchased at any licensed dispensary (i.e., bags, glass jars, plastic
containers, cartridges) to be given to the appropriate distributor for recycling.
4) Tournament of Roses Association (REDACTED: BR Pasadena respects and admires the
mission of the Pasadena Tournament of Roses to foster diversity, volunteerism, and community support.
We would be honored to be a part of its heritage in bringing people together and providing satisfying and
rewarding experience for its fans and community members. In doing so, we hope to continue supporting
its goals in providing financial vitality and independence. BR Pasadena will coordinate with their
leadership and staff to further support the Pasadena community through fundraising, and advocacy.
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5) Pasadena Chamber of Commerce (REDACTED): BR Pasadena will become a member of
the Pasadena Chamber of Commerce and actively contribute to the “Economic & Business Development
Committee” as well as the “Workforce Development Committee”. Through participation in these
committees, BR Pasadena will be able to act as a strong community resource for employment and
collaboration between business to promote sustained local economic growth. BR Pasadena will be able to
help the city business leadership prepare for changes within the commercial cannabis market and
capitalize on these changes while ensuring complete legal adherence per state and local legislation.
6) Commission on the Status of Women Agendas (REDACTED: BR Pasadena will join and
support the Commission on the Status of Women Agendas. BR Pasadena has a core composition of
women who have proven to be beacons of guidance for young women within their chosen professions,
such as medicine and law. At the same time, based on theirs, and others, unique narratives, we know that
women face unique challenges and BR Pasadena wants to be a support structure in combating
inequity. We would be honored to help its mission in tending to the, “... special needs and concerns of
women of all ages, races, ethnic and cultural backgrounds, religious convictions, and economic and social
circumstances” (Commission on The Status of Women). It would be a tremendous honor and a
requirement for BR Pasadena to engage with the commission to help further their agenda in hopes of
promoting legislation and programs that will ensure equal opportunities for all women in Pasadena.
7) Senior Commission: BR Pasadena is committed to supporting the Senior Commission to
adequately address the needs, concerns and quality of life issues that impact the senior population. BR
Pasadena strives for advocacy and equity, and does not want this population lose their voice in
representation with local government. More specifically, we want to make sure their concerns as they
pertain to health and wellbeing are heard and tended to. This is why BR Pasadena has established a
Medical Advisory Board, composed of healthcare providers such as dentists, and pharmacists, to get
multiple perspectives in providing holistic care, and is dedicated to helping educate this patient population
on the safe practices and uses of medicinal cannabis. In fact, Abuhasira, Schleider, Mechoulam, and
Novack (2018) found that cannabis therapy is safe and efficacious for geriatric patients who are seeking a
means to address cancer symptoms, Parkinson's disease, post-traumatic stress disorder, ulcerative colitis,
Crohn's disease, multiple sclerosis, and other medical issues. Unfortunately, there is a severe disconnect
between the generational understanding of it’s utility, which we are happy to bridge. This is why BR
Pasadena will have a healthcare provider who has advanced training in working with cannabis and the
geriatric population on site during hours of operation to support the mission of this commission, in
providing individualized care.
8) Pasadena Department of Public Health for Substance Abuse Prevention & Treatment
(SAPT): BR Pasadena is committed to supporting this very relevant public health initiative through the
use of its Medical Advisory Board and current ties to the drug rehabilitation community. Opiate
addiction, currently a national epidemic, is something that many individuals struggle with secondary to
chronic pain disorders. As a show of commitment to the efforts and brilliant work of the SAPT, BR
Pasadena will create a transitional program titled Parting WIth Pain for chronic pain patients. Within this
program, they will be able to transition from requiring opiate analgesics (pain pills) to medicinal cannabis
derivatives. Their continues to be emerging evidence that suggests that cannabis can play a role in healing
the impact of Opioid-Use-Disorder (OUD) (Wiese and WIlson-Poe, 2018). This program will be formed
under the expert guidance and sound legal foundation of BR Pasadena’s Medical Advisory Board.
9) Annual tickets to Chief’s Breakfast (to create lasting partnerships with community leaders
and to help further goals of the Police Department by supplementing the city’s general fund.
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Public Education:
It is critical for any cannabis business to aid in the education process of its community to further
its status of legitimacy and allow for the community to understand how much of an asset it can be. The
perceptions of the public regarding cannabis must be addressed at both the individual citizen level and the
government level. BR Pasadena is dedicated to ensuring that public understanding and perception of
cannabis is founded in true research, sound statistics and empiric medical data. For this reason, BR
Pasadena is in a very unique position with its core board of medical advisors to ensure that the level of
education and information disseminated to the community, patients, employees and local officials meets
the highest standard. In order to help convey propagate evidence based information to the public, BR
Pasadena is prepared to implement within the educational strategies outlined by the California
Department of Public Health (CDPH).
1)
“LET’S TALK CANNABIS” California Department of Public Health (CDPH): This is a
state-wide initiative that centers about sharing scientific-based evidence and information to increase
public awareness of the effects of cannabis on mind body and health. BR Pasadena will help to bring this
movement to the community of Pasadena. BR Pasadena Medical Advisory Board use the resources
provided from the state (literature, videos etc…) in order to further the agenda of evidence based
information and sound guidance regarding responsible consumption.
2)
Boys & Girls Club of Pasadena: All senior BR Pasadena employees will participate in
mentorship programs with the youth of the community. This will act as a pivotal bridge for some youth
who have been affected by the criminalization of marijuana to engage in more educational, social and
vocational models of development. It will also afford the opportunity to educate the youth and provide a
means to discuss illicit drug prevention programs.
3)
Courteous Consumption Initiative: BR Pasadena is committed to mitigating and combating
passive/incidental exposure to cannabis smoke among children, tenants of multi unit housing
developments, and nonsmokers is a major concern of BR Pasadena. This is why we are committed to
working with landlords in educating them, and supporting them to implement similar preventative
measures that currently exist for cigarette smoke. We will also strive to educate our patients/customers on
the impact of secondhand smoke, and educate them on ways to use cannabis responsibly, and with
consideration of others.
Veteran Outreach:
At the present time, there is no locally established NGO/NPO within Pasadena dedicated to
aiding United States War Veterans. As such, BR Pasadena will collaborate with local and state level
legislative bodies to help create a program wherein these individuals are provided a means of formal
representation. Of particular interest to BR Pasadena will be the formation of a Veteran Work Program.
BR Pasadena’s founders and associated partners view it as their civic duty to recognize the invaluable
contributions of the men and women of this nation who have served in the armed forces by providing
them with any opportunity possible for employment and upward mobility. This is why BR Pasadena will
not only provide jobs to qualified vets from Pasadena in its business, but also, for those who don’t
qualify, we will provide advanced job training through our Veteran internship program (Veteran Upward
Mobility Internship - VUMI). VUMI is designed to provide the skills and knowledge base necessary to
successfully work at BR Pasadena, and also serve as a support service to transition Veterans into the
workforce community.
BR Pasadena is also sensitive to the unique health needs of Veterans, and the ways cannabis can
be helpful in tending to those needs, particularly, but not limited to, those suffering from PTSD
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(Bitencourt & Takahashi, 2018). This is why BR Pasadena will provide the highest quality of cannabis at
a significant discount (20% off) to all Veterans. Moreover, BR Pasadena will ensure facilitated access to
treatment programs as needed through Pasadena Department of Public Health for Substance Abuse
Prevention & Treatment (SAPT), which will be granted access to cannabis products for it’s patients at a
significant discount (20% off).
Fundraising & Direct Funding of Local Non-Profits & Charitable Organizations:
BR Pasadena understands the inherent value of a strong business community when it is used to
engage in the advancement and funding of charitable organizations that serve the community at large.
BR Pasadena will become a beacon of philanthropic endeavors and a leader for spearheading
initiatives that bring stakeholders in the community together to fund non-profit organizations.
Establishing a firm reputation as hosts for successful fundraisers to support community organizations can
bring aid to the local government. In providing the tools and donations needed for local organizations to
enable acts of community improvement, it is BR Pasadena’s goal to give relief to local government so
they are able to allocate their funds to more pressing matters. Furthermore, it is the intent of BR Pasadena
to help bring stakeholders within the community, and corporate sponsors forward for funding of these
community-improvement initiatives.
Beyond the mantle of fundraising and providing a platform to raise community awareness, BR
Pasadena is committed to the direct funding of charitable organizations. The company is excited about the
opportunity to make donations toward causes that will make tangible improvements in the community.
BR Pasadena is committed to being a vehicle for change and betterment. These funds will be allocated to
organizations on a quarterly basis.
The following are charitable organizations that are of tremendous importance to the Pasadena
community and will be provided support through the “BR Community Outreach Committee” (BR COC).
1)

Five Acres- The Boys’ & Girls’ Aid Society of Los Angeles (REDACTED): Investing in
our youth is the utmost importance to BR Pasadena, especially for those who have no
permanent home and have experienced abuse and neglect. We are excited to collaborate and
donate to Five Acres because of their strong commitment to supporting youth in acquiring
safety, wellbeing, and permanent housing for youth that have seen unfortunate circumstances.

2)

Pasadena PFLAG REDACTED: This is an invaluable organization that helps to establish a
strong network of social support for the LGBTQ community. BR Pasadena recognizes the
disparities in health care, and employment that the LGBTQ community faces, and will help to
promote the message of equality and equity by direct funding for job counseling/guidance.
BR Pasadena will continue to promote LGBTQ inclusion through support of this organization
and providing a platform for their voice in the commercial cannabis market.

3)

Journey House | A Place for Former Foster Youth (REDACTED): After aging-out of the
foster care system, many foster youth find themselves homeless, under-educated, and
unemployed. According to the organization Pasadena Partnership, there is a current housing
crisis and levels of homelessness have increased for the past two years. This is why BR
Pasadena believes that it is paramount we support our local community and youth. BR
Pasadena is committed to providing direct funding of job fairs and coordinating avenues for
job placement for these at-risk individuals.
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4)

Pasadena Partnership & Pasadena Department of Housing REDACTED): BR Pasadena
will aggressively aid the Pasadena Partnership Alliance & Department of Housing in their
efforts to end the spread of homelessness. According to the organization Pasadena
Partnership, there is an estimated 28% increase in homelessness over the past 2 years
suggesting an unprecedented need for community collaboration in order to combat this issue.
Direct funding of the projects would be facilitated through BR Pasadena’s dedicated
Community Outreach Committee and further allow for collaborative problem solving.
a)
Moreover, it is the intent and desire of BR Pasadena to aid the Pasadena
Leadership in bringing the “Five Year Consolidation Plan” to fruition. This document
outlines what steps need to be taken in order to allow the community of Pasadena to take
necessary actions toward combating homelessness.

Cannabis Research & Education Funding:
1) BR Educational and Research Advancement Fund REDACTED): BR Pasadena guarantees
that it will use its resources to develop a BR Educational and Research Advancement Fund. This
fund will serve as a tool within the medical community to further advance research as it relates to
the progressive study of cannabis derived medications/treatments. The BR Pasadena Community
Outreach Committee (COC), will work very closely with established philanthropic organizations
in the community, namely the Tournament of Roses Association to provide academic grants and
scholarships. The Tournament of Roses Association has a very strong and noble reputation with
strong ties to the academic community and an infrastructure that will allow BR Pasadena’s COC
to operate effectively to ensure delivery of funding to the appropriate organizations, individuals
and colleges based on merit. The Medical Advisory Board arm of BR Pasadena will collaborate
with local educational institutions, such as Pasadena Community College, develop workshops and
presentations to teach and inspire future generations of innovations within the commercial
cannabis industry.
We will also invest in supporting organizations in which cannabis can be helpful for their
patients. The following are merely two examples of associations that BR Pasadena will help to
support in their missions to serve those affected in the community.
2) Alzheimer’s Association (California Southland Chapter REDACTED):
Alzheimer's disease (AD) and Dementia are two very debilitating diseases that ultimately take a
toll not only on the patient but the patient’s family as well. Research by Karl, Cheng, Garner, and
Arnold (2012) has argued that the cannabinoid system should be a prime target for AD therapy.
We hope that work such as this, and others, can be furthered supported by BR Pasadena. This is
why BR Pasadena will proudly collaborate with and support the Alzheimer’s Association to help
further their research into the medicinal uses for cannabis.
3) Epilepsy Foundation of Greater Los Angeles (REDACTED):
Epilepsy is a debilitating condition that typically requires consumption of some of the more toxic
types of medications in modern medicine (classified as antipsychotics). However, in 2018 the
Federal Drug Administration (FDA) announced that a cannabinoid drug can be used to treat
certain forms of epilepsy. This is the first disorder being treated with a cannabinoid drug that has
an FDA approval. In order to facilitate the implementation of the BR Pasadena COC initiative, a
strategic timeline will be put in place to outline the anticipated schedule of beginning those
projects. BR Pasadena understands that it is part of its own duty to start elements of the
community outreach and charity programs in a conscientious and timely manner.
As a component of the BR Pasadena COC plan, it will frequently be evaluated and revised as
needed to include detailed avenues of potential aid that can be provided to the community of Pasadena as
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political, social, and economic climates permit.
2B.3 Partnering with Existing Pasadena Businesses
BR Pasadena is dedicated to creating a long lasting professional reputation among local merchants and
providing other small businesses with opportunities to grow together through collaboration. Significant
efforts will be made from the inception of the business to develop mutually beneficial relationships with
local and neighborhood businesses through procurement of goods and sourcing of materials needed. The
following is an actionable plan for developing a strong relationship that will benefit the Pasadena business
community and promote growth:
1)
Executive Tactical Protection Team: Based in Pasadena, ETPT is a leading security
firm that provides the highest level of security for small and large businesses alike. They have
extensive experience with bank and medical facility security where they implement the latest
security technologies. They pride themselves on their understanding of particular client needs,
ensuring that employees, patrons and neighboring businesses benefit from their presence. EPTP
security guards a extensively trained in conflict resolution as well as prevention so that the use of
force is always a last resort. Culturally sensitive service is a tenet of the EPTP philosophy. They
are a support system and deterrent for unwelcome attention/action, but they are never a
reactionary tool.
2) FK Designs: BR Pasadena will be asking FK Designs, a Pasadena based historic architecture
and restoration firm to aid in planning the architectural design and seamless integration into the
Passadena community. Please see section 3 for further details on the scope of work and design
concepts.
Value of BR Pasadena within the medical community of Pasadena:
Pasadena is home to some of the most technically advanced and renowned private and public hospitals.
The health care system within the city of Pasadena is vast and comprehensive, treating patients who suffer
from ailments like chronic pain, neurodegenerative disorders (Parkinson’s disease, MS, ALS etc…),
developmental disorders (autistic spectrum disorder) and epilepsy. Unfortunately, these patients are
unable to acquire safe and legal cannabis within Pasadena and forced to travel outside of their
community.
There is a population of approximately 235,189 persons within the Greater Pasadena Area. The
following discussion and statistics are based on data generated by the City of Pasadena Department of
Health (“Healthy Pasadena”). Included are merely a few of the more prevalent ailments that have direct
application as they relate to potential targets for treatment with medical cannabis.
(healthypasadena.org/content/pasadena/2016/Final_2016_CHNA.pdf)
Pasadena, and greater Pasadena, have community members who go through great challenges, and
persevere everyday combating their illness. This includes Cancer, Diabetes, HIV, and mental health
challenges. In terms of Cancer, within the City of Pasadena, both the incidence and prevalence of all types
of cancer continue to increase. Approximately 160 out of every 100,000 Pasadena residents died of cancer
in 2015. Now although the effectiveness of modern therapies is a contributor to this allowing people to
live longer, that fact of the matter is they are dealing with not only issues related to their illness, but also
the side effects of the medications they take. This also applies to the powerful medications, and unique
symptoms of patients with HIV. The number of people living with HIV increased in Pasadena by almost
24% from 2011 to 2013, but again, modern medicine is a great contributor to people living longer with
this condition. Another area that has been increasing, is the amount of Pasadena community members
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seeing mental health care professionals. Now, we are not saying this is bad, in fact, we want to be
available to help these patients should they find cannabis helpful in their treatment process. Another area
of concern we have for community members of Pasadena is Diabetes. In 2014, 12.0% of the adult
population in San Gabriel Valley reported having diabetes. This is higher than in either Los Angeles
County (10.0%) or California (8.9%). We hope that for those that find cannabis helpful, we can be a local
source for them to get the highest quality cannabis, at the appropriate dose, to help them in their plight.
Two of the fundamental principles of the health care systems in Pasadena are Collaboration and
Excellent Care. BR Pasadena shares these core values and hopes to collaborate with the physicians
within the community to help provide that level of excellent care by making the highest quality of
cannabis available in a safe and effective manner for those individuals in need. We hope to become a
cornerstone within the community that acts as a resource for the physicians and patients alike, not only for
acquisition of high quality products but for patient and physician education. We hope to further extend the
reach of the medical community in treating a multitude of disorders, diseases and chronic ailments that
plague people’s quality of life.

2C Product Procurement:

REDACTED
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REDACTED
Section 3.1 Exterior Design Concept
As a retailer, BR Pasadena, specifically searched for a location with dynamic context sensitive
architecture that will fit seamlessly into the existing environment and local community. The proposed
location of
is an adaptively reused post WWII 1958
REDACTED
commercial (Roger & Oling Inc.) building, that retains character defining features including: setback,
orientation, scale, proportion, rhythm, massing, height and materials. Although not designated historic,
use by BR Pasadena will bring a depth of character to the building that enhances the neighborhood. This
section of Walnut Street includes low scale former residential buildings, empty lots, one and two story
commercial and warehouse buildings of various conditions. This building features high quality materials
and BR Pasadena will maintain the architectural character, enhance the landscaping, lighting plan, entry
experience, parking lot and will develop elegant signage in keeping with the clean and simple
architectural design of the building. To that effect, BR Pasadena is committed to an initial investment of
REDACTEDin order to ensure that it is viewed as a seamless accentuation of the existing beauty
neighborhood integrity. In addition to maintaining the site, BR Pasadena will work with a licensed
landscape architect to add additional ground cover and potted plants to further enhance the Walnut Street
facade and parking area. BR Pasadena has already retained a historic preservation consultant, who will
review any alteration or plans to assure the character of the building is maintained within the context of
the commercial street.
Moreover, BR Pasadena will defer to the expertise of FK Design Group, a Pasadena Heritage
approved historic architectural specialist to aid in the design concept. This design group will be critical in
creating an enhanced yet seamless space for the retail center to take its place within the neighborhood.
Please refer to Attachments “3-D renderings” for a detailed look at the layout and overall aesthetic of the
proposed retail space.
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Section 3.2 Design Concept Integration
The proposed retail location at
is already integrated
REDACTED
into the urban fabric and architrual landscape of Walnut Street and Pasadena. BR Pasadena will activate
this location and add to the tax base. In searching for an adequate retail location within the City of
Pasadena, a conscious decision was made to reside in a more industrial location. It was imperative to the
BR Pasadena team that the retail space would abide by all current state and local regulations; as well as
the 2008 Attorney General Guidelines. As far as design concept integration, BR Pasadena did not want to
position itself within an area of high public exposure, potentially evident to any youth; no matter how
subtle or integrated the design concept might be.
In addition to joining and supporting business groups BR Pasadena will donate REDACTED to
surrounding neighborhoods, on issuance of the permit specifically for community and streetscape
enhancement and will contribute REDACTEDeach subsequent year in the location and REDACTED to the
City of Pasadena for enhancement of Eaton Blanche Park, Gwinn Park and/or Vina Vieja Park.

Section 3.3 Integration of Security Measures:

REDACTED
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REDACTED

Section 3.4 Air Quality/Odor Control:
BR Pasadena will incorporate the most technologically advanced air quality measures and
maintenance systems to ensure no subsequent increase in air pollutants or decrease in air quality is seen as
a result of its presence in the community.
Per Pasadena Health and Safety City Ordinance 8.11.060, BR Pasadena will implement air
quality measures that will abide by the current regulations and recommendations outlined by the
California Ambient Air Quality Standards (CAAQS), California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA),
California Air Resources Board (ARB) and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). BR Pasadena
will fully ensure that its neighborhood air quality is not compromised in any manner. The combination
activated carbon filters, high efficiency HVAC systems, and HEPA filtration systems will be integrated
into the BR Pasadena building design. The purpose of using the abovementioned air quality control
technologies is simple: BR Pasadena is committed to ensuring a clean, healthy workplace, retail space and
neighborhood. To this end, BR Pasadena has enlisted the most advanced and renowned commercial air
filtration company to curate a system for the retail space; Critical Climate Environmental Experts.
Critical Climate Co. is specialized in designing air filtration systems for cannabis retail and cultivation
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spaces.
1) Activated Carbon Filters: Activated carbon filters remove contaminants and impurities,
including odors, through a process of adsorption. The activated carbon filters will provide the
odor removal element to the ambient air inside BR Pasadena and ensure that odors do not escape
the structure. Activated carbon has numerous uses, often in water filtration, groundwater
remediation, medical and agricultural purposes, and of course, air purification.
2) HEPA Filtration: In keeping with the advanced filtration system design proposed by Critical
Climate engineers, the retail space will use HEPA Filtration (High Efficiency Particulate Air
Filters). They function by capturing particulate pollutants like pollen, dust, dander, and smoke
contaminants. These highly effective systems are implemented in a number of commercial spaces
(restaurants, textile manufacturing plants, hospitals, and compounding pharmacies).
3) High Efficiency HVAC Systems: BR Pasadena retail space is outfitted with high efficiency,
Energy Star HVAC technology which allows an energy efficient means of controlling the
structure’s climate, allowing proper ventilation and supporting movement of air through the
activated carbon filters to reduce and mitigate odors. BR Pasadena’s HVAC system will use vent
dampers which will analyze the system to reduce inefficiencies, use smart and programmable
thermostats and controls, and be fully sealed and insulated to reduce the structure’s energy
consumption.
4) “Open Door Diplomacy” Policy : BR Pasadena is committed to its community, patrons and
neighborhood. As such, all businesses and private residences will be provided with a direct
contact line to the Dispensary Manager to ensure that if any scent of cannabis is detected, it may
be addressed immediately.
a) Per Pasadena City Ordinance 8.11.060, Section E; should any complaint regarding odor
be had, a record of such will be kept and all actions taken to remedy the complaint will be
noted.
5) Audits: BR Pasadena will have the Critical Climate experts perform system annual audits to
ensure full integrity and function of air filtration and odor elimination systems.
6) Record Keeping: All environmental control adjustments and maintenance records will be
recorded and maintained for no less than 5 years.

4.1 Security Experience:

REDACTED
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Attention To: Application Department
RE: Johnny Khalili
As an Owner of the Herbarium Dispensary a retail marijuana store, I endorse the
application of Johnny Khalili for the application process in the city of Pasadena.
I have known Johnny for 10 + years and have found him to be a very valuable
asset to my business and the industry as a whole. I look forward to working with
him on this and future ventures. He has proven himself through hard work,
dedication, and a endless passion for the cannabis industry. It is truly priceless
to have someone with such his level of knowledge and professionalism in this
industry.
It is rare to build friendships in business, but I can honestly say that I am proud to
call Johnny a friend.
Please contact me if I can provide any additional information in support of this
application.
Adie Meiri
Founder/CEO Herbarium LA
Tel: 424-256-0213
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To whom it may concern,
It is my absolute pleasure to recommend Asiah Azante Collins for the
general manager of any cannabis retail store or delivery service.
Asiah and I have managed Saint Andrews Green for more than 7 years
together as a cohesive team.
I thoroughly enjoyed my time working with Asiah, and came to know her
as a truly valuable asset to absolutely any team. She is honest,
dependable, and incredibly hard-working. Beyond that, she is an
impressive team builder who is always about results. Above all, Asiah is
always focused on the customer experience and her team’s needs.
Her knowledge of the cannabis industry and expertise in laws and
regulations was a huge advantage to our entire office. She put this skillset
to work in order to triple our stores traffic in just her first year of work.
Along with her undeniable talent, Asiah has always been an absolute joy
to work with. She is a true team player, and always manages to foster
positive discussions and bring the best out of other employees. Without a
doubt, I confidently recommend Asiah to join your team at the new
Pasadena location. As a dedicated and knowledgeable employee and an
all-around great person, I know that she will be a tremendous addition to
any organization.
Please feel free to contact me at 323-273-5444 should you like to discuss
Asiah’s qualifications and experience further. I’d be happy to expand on
my recommendation.
Best wishes,
Aviel Levi
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LEAD PHARMACIST CANNABIS CERTIFICATION #2
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NCIA CERTIFICATION

BlackRoseBioligique
joins businesses across the country in supporting the
lobbying, public advocacy and industry-building
activities of the National Cannabis Industry Association.
Through its membership, BlackRoseBioligique is
ensuring that all business practices are ethical,
responsible, and consistent with the highest of
community standards.
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PROOF OF CAPITAL
SHATAR CAPITAL INC.

**** TRADE SECRETS*****

ב"ה

12121 Wilshire Blvd. #555 | Los Angeles, California 90025
310.207.1000 | www.shatar.com

January 9, 2019
[VIA EMAIL]
Dr. Daniel Keyvani
KeyvaniDDS@gmail.com
Re: Letter of Credit
Dr. Keyvani,
This letter is to confirm that you have a banking relationship with Shatar Capital Inc. (“Shatar”), with available
REDACTED
credit in the amount of up to
to be used for the acquisition
and development of real property in Los Angeles County. The funds may be drawn upon by you, Dr. Daniel
Keyvani, subject to the the conditions of the loan agreement between you and Shatar.
Please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned to discuss further.

Sincerely,

Daniel Namvar
Daniel Namvar
O: 310.207.1000 ext 3
M: 310.903.3480
daniel@shatar.com
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